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I.INTRODUCTION

"Ęmperors, Last War.. is the game based on
trastem Front Campaign 1914. There are two
sides - Kussia and Central Powers (Austro-
Hungary and Cermany). One hex has 25 km in
scale, one tum - 6 days.

r.I. TNE GAME MAP

On the game map you will find the following:

'ATTACK,S SUCCESS CHANCE charŁs
- VICTOKY POINTS track
- map divided into a field of hexagones
(hereafter called hexes)' Each hęx is identified
by number.

l .l.l. There are different Ępe of tłxrain: dear,
forest, lakeland, foresVlakeland, swamp, hills,
mountains and fortress. It is presumed that there is
one Ępe ofterrain on entire hex. Fońressąs occupy
the whole hex. Railroads and bńdges Connecting
hexes are marked on the map, too.

1.1.2. There are obstacles on the map: small
and big rivers, lakes, mountain's and
highmountain,s crest and fońifications,
bridgheads, state and front borders This Iines
and obstacles are considered to run along the
hexsides.

1.1.5. lnfluance of terrain on movement and
combat is descńbed in the proper rules.

|.|.4. Namęs of the towns and cities are the
then polish names or official names. Other
language names are given in QEOCRAFICAL
ITAMES DICTIONARY.

1.2. RTJLES

Succesive rules are numbered in this way: at
the first general rulę is given and then its
developments and supplements. Developments
have the same first numbers (e.g. rules l. I and
1.2 develope ru le I  and ru les 1.1"1 and 1.1.2
develope rulę l.l). The Polish Errata is
included to the trnglish rules.

1.5. DrcEs

TWelve-sides dice is used in the game.

r.4. SCDNARTOS

"Emperors' Last War" is in the matter of fact a
game system which includes a few games with
different levels of dificulĘ, called .'scenarios''.

Scenario's rules are constructed in this way
that more complicated one is developing the
simpler one. Next scenarios are more and more



interesting and better simulate historical
realities but their rules are more difficulŁ It is
strongly suggested that players willing to play
mor€ complicated scenario should famillarize
tiemselves with more simple one first. "Bitlng
off more tlan one can chew" is a guaranteed
way of finding total frustration.

2_.tuN!TS
Counters represent military units (corps,
divisions, etc.).

2.T. UNIT,S OOTJNTBR

There are items on the unit:

sign of unit with LoC I*--ł 
unit's sign

'!;$^r Ępe of rrnit
number or nanne ło n-

13 - 9rmorarecombat points -'tt

All of t}ese items are descńbed in tables:
TIIIIT'S SIZES. TII'IIT'S TYPES. ABBREVTATIONS
and next rules.

2.1.1. German units are green, Austro-
tlungarian units arę blue, Polish lrgions are
grey and Russian unit are red. Black overpńnt
is sign of second line units (8.4).

2.2. MARKEBS

Markers are used to record information such as
state of unit or sifuation in the game. They are
described in the proper rules.

5' cAJłlE TI,|RN

Each Qame-Turn consists of two player-Tums. .
First is The Central Powers Player-Trrrn. Each
Player-Tum consists of some Phases.

5.T. PEASES

Sequence of play consists of four constant
phases. They are as follow:

SL'PPLY PHASE
NOKMAL AITACK PHASE
NORMAL MOVEMENT PTIASE
SECOND ATTACK PNASE

Each player can rłse a special, movable
RESEKVE MOVDMEm PHASE (4).

5.1.1. Actions of one phase can not be
performed in another one.

B.l.2. End of Second Attack Phase is tłre end
of the Player-Tum.

5.2. GIIJIID-TIJBN PTARKER

Game-Tum Marker is placed on eame-Tum
Track on the map. Dates in the boxes are
corresponding to the first days of tums.

4. BESERVE MOVEIqEFTT PNASE

Initiative, units engagement and having
reserves to exploit success or to prevent a
breakthrought is decisive in military operations.
All of this complicated factors are simulated by
tłtę use of Kesęrve Movement Phase.

4.I. BESDRVES

Unit is in reserve if it is a{iacent to no enemy
unit or if it is concealed ( I 6).

4.1.f . Units separeted by lake, sea or high
mountain,s crest are not heated as aqjacenŁ

4.2. APPLICATION

Moment of Reserve Movement Phase
application depends on playels will. Each
player can do this one time in every ?layer-
Tum. It can be done both in own Player-Tum
and in Player-Tum of enemy. Player can always
use his Reserve Movement Tum in Playe/Tum
of enemy. ?laye( can use it in own PlayerTum
if he don't use it in last enemy Player-Tum.

4.2.1. Reserve Movement Phase can be applied
only between two other phases.

4.2.2. Moving Player has prioriĘ in making
decision to apply Keserve Movement Phase.

4.2.3. Reserve Movement Phase cannot be
applied just after enemy,s Reserve MÓvement
Phase.

4.2.Ą. Moments when it is possible to apply
Keserve Movement Phase are as follow:

SUPPLY PTNSE
reserve movement phase - own or enem1/s
NOKMAL ATTACK PHASE
reserve movement phase - own or enemy's
NoKMAL MoVĘMENT PHASĘ
reserve movemęnt phase - own only
SECOND ATTACK PHASE

STJPPLY PIIASE:
player is distńbuting supply (22), ra||y disrupted
units (8.8), doing reconaissance (16. 1), builcl
kenches (24), reconskuct units (28. l) and their
concentrate cavaĘ (55) form Landsturm (5l)
and lrgions (52).

NORMAL ATTACKS PIIASE:
players units attack enemy units (7)' duńng
ęVery attack rętręats (9), morale chęck (8) an<l
advances (1O) are taking place.

IIORJVIAL MOVEMENT PIIASE:
player movęs units (5) tran'sports them on
railroads (18) and sea (58) and enters
reinforcements (19).

SECOND ATTACKS PIIASE:
units mav attack a second time (l l).



Design Note:
Application of Reserve lłIovement Phase is a
key to this game. It can be used to rqroup
before your own attack (the most frequentty
way of applying), to piece together front line
(afetr enemy attacks and before his moves), to
withdraw (after own normal moved, to encircle
engaged enemy units (before enemy attacks) or
to expioit breakthrough (aftęr own attack and
normal moves). There are a few more
possiDilities of appĘing this phase making this
game fluent and dynamic.

5. ITOVEMEIIT

Ylayer may move their units in movement
phase (normal or reserve). Player may move
units one at a time, hex by hex, in any
direction or combination of directions he
wishes, until he moves all the units he wishes
to. In, N,ormal Movement Phase player, cannot
movę ur.rits which have been attacking in ttrę
same Pląyer;Tum. In Reserve Movement Phase
a plaver can move onlv this unit which on ttle
bęginning of the phase had been in reserve
(rule 4). Unit's move in normal movement
phase doesn't limit its move in reserve
movement phase and vice yersa.

5.I. MOVEMENT POINTS

Units move from hex to contiguous hex,
expending movem€nt points (MPs) for each hex
entered. The MP costs of enteńng a hex
depends on the terrain in tłre hęx.

5. l.l. Units have the following movement
allowances:

infanky units -

cavalry units-

D{ -cru

fa . łyyl
s.l.2"The costs in MP to enter hex are as
follow:

5. l.5. Crossing small ńver or big ńver over
bridge costs no additional MP.

5.t.4. Units may not cross lakes nor
highmountains crests. Units may never enter
nor pass through a hex containing an Dnemy
unit.

5.f .5. Other objects and lines require no Mps.

5.t.6. Units may never exeed its Movement
Allowance.

5.2. [!OVEimNT LlltllTs

A unit may not spare MP for next phase nor
gives its MP to other unit.

5.3. STACTilNG LIMTTS

Each player may stack no mor€ than 4 of his
units per hex. Players may exceed stacking
limits if their units have no otler way in case of
retreat (9). Player rnust remove overstacking
units as soon as it is possible.

5.4. IILLIED IJNITS

Ther are no limits in cooperation between
Oerman, Austro'flungarian and Legion's units.

6. LINES OF C{)NTROL

Bigger and better organized units have Lines Of
Control (l.oc). LoC is a hexside betweęn two
hexes adiacent to t}tę hex occupied by uniŁ

- clear I MP
- difficult (forests,lakelands, hitls) - lMP
'very difficult (swamps, mountains,
forest/akelands) - zMP
. crossing big ńver or mountairrs crest,
additionalv IMP



6.r. il)c's silrc

Units marked by black square in top right
comer of the counter have LOC's only.

6.2. INFLTJDNCE Of ENEMY tlrc

Influence of Enemy Line of Control (ELOC) on
units movements depends on terrain's type. It
does not depend on number of enemy units
aqiacent to hexsides.

6.2.1. Crossing ELOC costs additionaly IMP
when unit enters into clear hex, difficult terrain
or cross small ńver.

6.2.2. ELOC makes crossing big river,
mountainŚ crest or enteńng very difficult tenain
impossible.

Example
Russian XXIV
Corps pays IMP
additionaly
entering hex
3819 becouse
EIDC's
presence. Small
ńver doesn,t
causes
additional costs.
Pavlov Cavalry
Corps cann't
enter hex 5618 from hex 5619, becouse EAC
Dloclrs entering swamps - very difficult terrain.

Exeption I - crossing is possible if destination
hex had been occupied by other own unit at
the beginning of that phase. Such move cost all
unit's MPs and the unit mav not attack in the
closest attack phase.

Dxeption 2 - rchęat or movement in IIQ- diredion

6.2.3. ELOC is ignored if both hexes between
it exists are separated from enemy units with.
LOC by big river, lake, highmountain crest,
fortress, bńdgehead or own unit occupied
fońified area'

Example
Novikov Cavalry
Corps pays no
addttional move-
ment cost entering
hex 2814 nor
Deblin, becasue big
ńver separates ene-
my unit from hexes
2913 and 2814.
and Deblln is fius-
sian fortress. Hex
27 12 isn't sepatare
form enemy units,
so entering this hex
cost IIIP
additiunaly.

6.2.4. Presence of own l,OC do not annul
ELOC. Presence of own units on hexes
neighbouring to trLOC do not annul its
influence on movęments but annul it for the
purposes of encirclement (rule 6.5) and retreat
{rule 9).

6.5. DNCIRCLDIIENT

Unit of group of units are in encirclement when
it is surrounded by enemy units or l,OC on all
sides. For puĘoses of thi's rule railhexes across
wich enemy can make rail shifts are treated as
occupied by enemy units. Lakes,
highmountains crests, Romanian border,
seashore and map edges on enemy territory are
treated as ELOC.

Example
fiussian 0renadier
Corps is encircled,
becouse PrzemyŚI
and Jarosław are
Austro-Ilungarian
torfrficatians
treated as units.
Austr*Ilungarian
W Corps in not
encircled,
becouse prcsence
of XIV Corps
annul ELOC
betweęn hexes
occupied these
corps.

7. ATTACK

Attack procedure consists of stating attacked
hex, announcing attacking units and
determining combat result.

7. I. ATTACK PBE-CONDITIONS

Units can attack only enemy units on a(iacent
hex. The entire hex is attacked, it means all of
enemy units on this hex.

7.1.1. More than one unit may participate in
attack. Units attacking togetler may attack from
more than one hex. Stacking units are not
forced to attack together and may attack
different hexes.

7.1 .2. One hex may be attacked more than
one time. Unit can participate in only one
afiack.

7.1.8. Unit is never forced to attack.

7.1.4. Unit may not perform attack across
lakes, sea and highmountains crests.

7.2. ATTACK RESOLUTION

Ylayer announces attacking units, attacked hex
and determines combat resulL If attack
succecied <iefenders units reireat (9), make



morale check (8) and then atŁacking units can
peńorm advance (1o). only after finishing all
t}tę attack procedures player can perform next
attack.

7.5, OOFTBAT BESTJLT

To determine combat result the attacking player
adds up the combat points of attacking units
(attacker strength) and the combat poinB of
defending units (defender skength). He finds in
the Attack's Success Chance chart column with
attacke/s strengtlr and row with defende/s
strength. The number in intersection is the
Attack's Success Chance. Now player rolls die.
If result is equal or less then AttacKs Success
Chance - the attack succeeds. Successful attack
consequences retreat of defender and
possibility of advance. Result higher then
Attack's Success Chance reflects the attacke/s
failure. All units remain on the same hexes.

Example
Cterman I Corps and
I",Cavalry Dińsion are
attacking Russian XX
Corps. AttacMng units
have 4 combat points

Example
fiussian I CorPs
together witl XIII
Corps attacks Oernan
55" Reserve InfanĘ
Division. Without
modification aftack
with strength relation
4:1 has success
chance 10. 35'KID
defends on forest hex
chance to 9. From the
attacks from swamps
attaclring cambat points
succes.s chance reduces

what recluces success
other side XIII Corys

and because half of
comes form this corPs
to 8.

together.
Success

Attack's
Chance

equals 8. Attack
succeeds with results I-B and fails with result
9-r2.

7.3.1. Attacking or defending forces, stronger
then 8 CP, count as 8 CP.

7.4. ATTAq(',S S(rcCESS Cnl$E
pnDmcalrr6

Attack's success chance can decrease or
increase depending on circumstances. AII
modifires are cumulative.

7.4.l.AttacKs success chance reduces as
follow:

Difficult terrain it's forest, Iakeland or hills. Very
difficult tenain it's mountains, swamp or
forest/lakeland.

7.4.2. Pręsence of bńdge over tlre big ńver has
no infuance on success chance. Section of btg
ńver with bridge is treated as other sections of
big ńver.

7.4.3.If units attack from two hexes and only
part of them is attacking with a modification
atiacKs success chance reduces when half or
more combat points attack with this
modification.

7.4.4. If units attack from more tlten two hęxes
and with different modifications player should
count modificattons for each hex separately.
Modification for entire attack is tłte worst
modification for half or most attacking combat
points.

Example
Austro-Ilungarian
Vil, Xl Corps and
Ilauefs Cavalry
Corps attack Rus-
sian XXI Corps.
Without modific*
tions attack with
strength relation
5:5 has success chance 7. Because of attack
across the sma|I ńver there is ,,.1,, modifrer for
XI Corps and because of attack across big ńver
thęre is ,.2,. modifier for tlauer's Corps' 5
combat points havę at least ,-I, modifren and
it's a half of attacdng forces. Application this
modiftcation reduces success chance to 6.

7.4.8. Attack on encircled units raise attack's
success chance bv 2.

7.4.6. Orny thanks to modifications it is
possible to attack without success wlth attack's
success chance 12.

8. IIOBALE

if attack succeeds defender take I'IORALE
CtIEcK. ttę rolls die for every attacked uniL
Result higher then its MOBALE (see 2.1)
consequece unit's DISRUPTION. Unit s morale
depends on attach and retreat conditions. All
modifiers are cumulative.

Dęsign notę

I,Iorale check is taken after retreat (9), but to
underctand rules of retreat is necessary ta
know morale ruIes fitst.

8. I. DISRT.'PTED T.JNITS

Disrupted units are marked by marker: 
5

- in attack on difficult terrain hex - by I
. in attack on very difficult terrain hex - by 2
- in attack from very difficult terrain hex - by I
- in attack across small river' by 1
- in attack across big river - by 2
- in attack across mountain's crest - bv 2



Disrupted unlts havr thĆ same movement
allowances and morale as they have before
disruption, but have less combat strength.
Disrupted units have no LOC's.

8. I . t . Disrupted units have half of their normal
strength, round off down. If more tfran one
such units takę patt in combat, rounding off is
made aft'er sumrnarizing tłlier CFs.

Expample:
Strength af disrupted corps Mth 1C?'s and
disrupted dirzrsion with lCP is 2CP's.

8.f .2. Disrupted unit with normal strength 1
standing alone has strength l when atńacked,
independent from quantity of them, but
attacKs success chance increases by 2. Such
unit can not attack alone.

8.1.5. Disrupted units are subject of morale
check, too. In the case of fail morale check
they are eliminated.

8.2.STBBNGTIT BDLATION

ln the some cells in Attack's Success Chance
chart besides the red number player can find a
number in the lower comer - morale
modification followęd strength relation.
Negative number meams reduction of attahed
units morale, positive number - increasing of
attacked units morale. Lack of the number
means lack of such modification.

8.5.MOBAL IIDVANTAGE

If between attacking units tłrere is a unit with
morale higher than each of units on attacked
hex' moralę of attacked units ręducęs bv l.

Example
Oerman XX Cotps
and Corps 'ItÓnigs-

bery" attacK Russian
IV Corps and 7t" ID.
Because XX Colps
morale is higlter than
morale of both
Rucaian unl'ts in
morale check after
successfui attack "-1"
modifier is applied.
Morale of ){X Corps is
in that case B and
7f' ID's morale Is 6.

4.4. SECOND LINE UNITS

Units with morale 5 or 7 (Russians reserve
divisions and units of Central Powers
Landsturm units) have less military worth. If

between attacking units there is even one such
unit morale of attacked units increases by 1.

Example
Austrollungarian IV
and VI Corps wif}l
51" ID attack fiusisian
XVII Corps and 87"'ID.
Ausbo-Ilungarian
51" lD is second line
unit, so in morale
ehęęk aftęr sueeęg'sful
attack fiussfan unJts
tnorale increase by 1 -
XVil Corps from 9 to
ro and 81" lD from 7
to 8.

8.5. ATTACK OIt PBEVAILING FOBCES

If sum of attacking units combat points is lower
then sum of defendel's combat points in case
of un$uccesstul attack all attacking units must
take morale check with theirs morale reduced
by defende/s supeńońĘ in combat points.

8.6.S[.|BBENDER

If succesfully attacked unit occupy isolated hex
' is totatty surrounded by enemy units, sea,
lakes or highmountains crests - its morale is
additionaly reduces by 4. In the case of
disruptlon it is eliminated. If it pass morale
chęck all units ręmain on the same hęxes.

8.6.1. If group of units have been succestully
attacked on isolated hex defender take morale
check for undisrupted unit with the highest
morale (with modifications as above). If that
unit fail morale check the whole Soup
surrenders. lf that unit pass morale check
defender is taken mońae check for every unit
left. In case of fail morale check those units are
disrupted but stay on their hex.

Example
fiussian units: II Corps. III Siberian Corps, I
Cavdry Corps and Xo ID attack oerman Corp's
"Thom' and .f ruo. Without modifications
attack with stength relation 7:5 has success
chance 9. Qetman unlts are encircIed what
increase success chanceto 11, buttheydefend
on swamps what reduces tt to 9 again- After
successful attack Oerman unr'ts cannot retreat,
because they cannot cross lake and fortress is
treated as enemy uniL Dęfęnder take morale
check for f RID (this unit has higher morale
than Corps 'Thom"). Its morale reduces by I
(attack with relation 7:5) and when checking
surrender additionally by 4 - so if's 5. With
results 6-12 both unlts are eliminated. With
resuits 1-5 5o RID remains on the hex
undisrupted, but morale of second unit is
checWng. The same madifiers are applied -

6
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Corps "Thom" morale reduces to 2. There is no
effects with lęsuilts 1 and 2. With results 3-12
unit ręmains on the hex but it is disrupfed.

8.6.2. Succesfully attacked disrupted units on
isolated hex are eliminated.

8.7. I.JNSUCCESSFTJL D.SłCAPP

If units end their player-tum in surrounding
player check possibilĘ of surrender as above,
reducing their morale by 4. There is only one
morale check for the group of units occupying
one hex - they all surrend or have no losses. lf
there is a group of units on more than onę hex
in surrounding every hex is checking
separately.

8.8. BALLYING OF DISRIJPTED T,JNITS

In every supply phase both players may
attempt to rally disrupted units. To rally, a
disrupted unit must roll its morale number or
less with 2D. Disruption marker is removed
from rallied unit and unit recover normal
skength. Attempt of rallying is voluntary.

a.8.l. Moving Player has pńońty in making
decision to rally. In case of failure ralVrng
player can attampt to rally his ur-rit in next
supply phase - until he succeeds.

a.a.2. Morale of units rallylng in the pręsence
of enemy (unit, fortress or bńdgehead) on
aqiacent hex reduces by 4. Morale of units
rallying in distance less than 4 hexes from
enemy and not aqiacent to him reduces by 2.

9.BETREAT

tmiediatety after successful attack alt defending
units have to refueat two hexes away. If unit
retreat acros.s ELOC, big rivers and mountains
crests or cannot retreat in CORRDCT BETREAT
DIRECTION its rnorale reduces. Morale
modifications are counting for each hex of
retreat separately and summarized.

9.I. STBAIGNT WAY OF BETNEAT

Unit cannot go back to attacked hex nor
second hex of retreat cannot be agacent to
attacked hex.

9.2. COBBECT BETREAT DTBECTTON

West is correct retreat direcdon of Central
Powers' units and east is correct retreat
direction of Russians' units. Retreat in incorrect
direction reduces unifs morale by I for every
hex.

9.5. TERRAIN DIFIFICULIIES

Retreat across big river, mountains crest or into
the very difficult terrain hex reducęs morale hy
1. Presence of bńdge over big river has no
influance.

Example
Ałter successful attack of R'ussian XII Corps.
Austro.IIungańan 43," ID retreats. Its mora\e ls
reduced by 1 as a result of to hex 41 19,
becouse it is mountain hex. Reatreat to hex
4219 reduces unit's morale by 3:
retreat into mountain hex - by 1
retreat in wrong direction (crossing
highmounitains' crest is prohibited) - by I
retreat across mountain crest - by 1.
NI this modifiets totallv reduce unit's morale
by 4 (to 5).

9.4. RETREAT ACR(X$S EIdrc

If retreat to hex is connected with crossing
ELOC unit's morale reduces by 2 in tłte case of
one ELOC. If retreat to hex is connected with
crossing ELOC's of more than one unit, morale
is reduced by I for each next EIOC.

Example
Central Powets units attack fiussr'an XXIII Corps
and II Caucasian Corps with strength relation
8:5. After successfuI attack Russian units
reteat in correct direction, but they have to
cross ELOC's. Their morale reduces by 3 - 2 for
the fust ELOC and 1 for the next. Modifierc
resulting morale advantage and second line
units attack annul mutualy. fiussian corps
mora]e for taking morale cłeclr is 6. Russian
units can not avaid crossing EAC retreadng
fitst to łndź and then into the hex 2507,
because in this case second hex of retreat is
a4iacent to attacked hex. 

T



9.4.1. Retreat across EIOC and additionaly
across big ńver, mountains crest or to very
difficult terrain hex is forbiddęn. Exepction.

9.4.2. For this rule presence of other, not
taking pań in retreaL unit on destination hex
annul ELOC.

9.5. BETBEAT III EI\CIBCLEIUENT

Mora|e of units beginning their retręat in
encirclement reduces by l, and morale of units
ending their retreat in encirclement reduces
additionally by I too (these modiriers do not
apply to checking surrender - 8.6).

9.5.1. If unit may retreat only one hex its
morale reduces by 5.

Example
Oerman Xl Corps is attacked by units with total
strength 8 and has to reteat. Retreat into the
bex occupied by Woytsch's Corps is in correct
direction and presence of this unit annuls
DLOC. Fatther retreat is impossible so unit's
morale reduces by 5. Both in attacked hex and
at the end of retreat XI Corps is encircled so its
morale reduces additonaly by 2. I,Iodifier for
attack wtth strength relation 8:3 ls '-2'. Total
morale morale modification is'-7', so XI Cot'ps'
morale reduces to 3.

9.5.2. If unit can not retreat at atl it takes
surrender check - sęe 8.6.

9.6. IWNI'TAL|ZATION OF I,(}SSES

lf there is more than one way of retreat unit
have to retreat in such way where morale
modifications are the lowesl

Example
fiussian Quard Corps' morale might have
reduced by 4 in the case of retreat st:raisht to
the east (it is two times across Elnq. In the
case on retreat into the hex 2514 unit,s mora]ę
reduces only by 2 tit is two times in wrong
direction), so unit ha's ta retęat this way.

9.7. EIICIBCLEI'IENT AVOIDING

If unit's way of retreat ends on encircled hex,
player can always choose another way, if it
leads out of encirlemęnt.

Example
If Russian Qrenadier Corps reteabs to east, its
marale reduces by 2 (beginning and end in
encircIement; correct direction. ELOC's annuled
by presence of own units). Retreat to lzex 28OB
causes ''-7" modifiers (two ttne,s ecross ELOC
and wrong direction, beginning in
encirclement). The fust way is better one, but
its ends in encirclement, P|ayer can choose
second one.

9.8. ENEFTY AVOIDING

If there is more than one way of retrat with tlre
same morale modifications unit have to choose
first way leading to hex nonaQjacent to enemy.
Next unit have to refreat in correct retreat
direction.

8



Example
For Austro-Ilungarian unit both reteats (into
the hex 5112 and into the hex 3215) result
reducing morale by 1, becausę on the firct way
it has to cross Dig ńver and on the second jt
retreats in wrong direction. On the hex 5112
unit will be aĄjacent to enemy, so it has to
reteat into the hex 3210.

IO. ADVANCE

After successful attack and enemy rebeat or
ellmlnatlon attacklng units may advance. Flrst
hex must be attacked hex. Movement
allowance for all units is zMP. A unit can always
enter attacked hex but it is never forced to
advance after combal

Example
German "Thom"
and "Qraudenz"
Corps successfully
attacked Russian I
Cavalry Corps. Aft.er
its retreat they may
advance. "Thom"
Corps may enter
only attacked hex,
Óecause tłis moye
co.sts 2 I,IP
resulting influence
of XIII Corps EI,OC. "Qraudenz' Corps may
move into the hex 2210 because it isn'f cross
any ELOC.

r r. sEcoFrD AT[AcKs
In the SECOND ATTACKS PHAStr all units can
attack in the same way as in NOKwIAL ATTACKS
PHASE, but with following altemations:
r to determine AT'IACK'S SUCCESS CHANCE

players use SECOND ATTACKS cbań
. units rebeat only one hex
o units can advence attacked hex only
All modificafions stay the same.

12. CAVALRY

Cavalry units have lower possibility of holding
terrain - attack's success chance In the case of
such units defending without infanĘ suppoń

increases by r. Thanks to their mobiliĘ cavalry
can peńorm DELAYINQ ACTION'

I2.I. DELAYING ACIION

Attacked cavaĘ units occupaing hex without
infanĘ units may withdlaw without fighting. In
that case they don't take morale check
Delaying action is voluntary, but can be
perform only if attacked units can retreat in
correct directton or unlts are conmanded 0.
Disrupted units can not make delaying action.

I5. MAP EDGES

Map edges on enemy territory are treated as
enemy units. Units forced to retreat across map
edges on own or allied territory are removed
from map, but they aPPear in next player-tum
as reinforcements 0. Crossing Romanian border
is forbidden. Romanian border blocks retreat
like see, lakes or highmountain's crest.

r4. FRONTS

Map is divided into 5 fronts: EasĘrussian flont
on the nońh' Polish front in the centre and
Qalician front on the south. This division has a
lot of consequences given in the next rules.

ls.vlgloRY BolNT€

The winner is determined by the number of
VICTORY PoI|{Ts (VP). Players eam VP duńng
all the game. Every scenario has own rules
define conditions of earning VP.

I5.I.VP TRACK

To count eaming VP players use VP Track on
map and markers:

VP Track is common - eaming VP for one player
means loss of his opponent VP.

r 5.2. TEBRTTOBIAL OB'ECTTVESI

VP for controling objectives defined by
scenańos, rules are earned at the end of
Kusslans' normal movement phase.

I5.5.VTCTORY LEVEL

Victory level depends on quantity of VP at the
end of the game:

'if no side have more then 4VPthe game is a draw
- 5 - l+ VP's: Marginal Victory
- 15 - 24 VPs: Operational Victory
- 25 or more VP's: Strategic Victory
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Stop! You have ktown all procedures needed
to pLay scenańo Battle of Qalicia, You have to
read rules 4.1-4.5 which apply orlly tr this
scenario. Play it several times to familiarize
yourself with basic rules before advancing to
the more involved scenańos.

A. BAT'TLE OF GALICIA

In the last decade of August concentrated
Austro.łIungańan and Russr.an armies go to the
firct battle. Emperot's corps attack in the
dlrection of Lublin and Chełm, for Tsat's armv
main objective is LwÓw.

The game contains 4 tums - from the tum
22.V1il to the tum 9.1X.

A.t. Tłtp aAME ARDA

The game is played on Oallcian front zurd on
the part of Polish front east of Vistula River.
Units forced to retreat outside of this area
must back as soon as possible.

4.2. REmroncEuEt{Ts

Nl reinforcement units enter the play are
placed on given hex during the frtst movement
phase in own, given Player-Tum.

A.2.r. If given hex is enemy occupied or
adjacent tr enerny unit reinfÓrcemeilts aIe
placed on the nearest town nonaĄjacent to
enemy.

AS. FEIBTtrICATTON,9

Units can not enter hexes with enemy fottress
nor bfldgeheads' Ątack,s success Chance
reduces by 4 in the case of attack on units on
sucłl fiex, but attacking rłnits can not enter
attaced hex too. In the case of attack on
foftifred arca attack's success chance reduces
bv 2.

A.4. FO'frTNASS DIBECIION RETBEAT

Central Pawers unifs can retreat in
Przemyśl(15l\) direction and Russian units in
Brześc(2418) or Dęb1in(2713) direction as in
correct direction.

4.5. ATTACII OF ENCIBCI,ED I/'IITS

Ąttack. success chance reduces by 2 when
attacking unif rs encircled.

4.6. VTCIOflY c{,/NDTrrONS

,Bussian objectives:

.  LwÓw6518).6V7s
- 5tanisławÓw(392o) - 2VP,s
- every.Russ.fan unit west of San Nver - lV?

Cenral Powers objectives :

- Lublin(2815) - 2VP's
- KoweI(292O) - 2VP's
. Chełm(2817) - IVP

Playets get V?'s for:

. disruPtion of ę-nęmy units @vęn repeated one)
- equal its strength
- elimination of encircled enemy units - ttipled
its strength
- unsuccessful enemy attack - lVP.

r6. coNcEALltENT

Undisrupted, both players' units, nona{iacent
to enemy units, fortresses nor bridgeheads at
thę ęnd of evęry playęr.tum,s nc)nnal
movement phase can be reversed' Until
RECOIIAISSAIICE opposing player cannot
inspect concealed uniŁ All units beginning
game without contact with enemy may start
play concealed.

16.r. BECOIIAT$SANCE

In own supply phase €Very undisrupted unit
with LOC or undisrupted cavalry unit may
reconaissance concealed enemy units on one
adiacent hex. Reconaissanced units are
reversed to normal side up. Keconai,ssance is
voluntary. Reconaissance is impossible across
sea, lake or highmountain's cresl

16.2. REVELATION

Concealed units are revealed when
reconnaissance. attack or being attacked.
Player may reveal own unit voluntary, but only
in his own phase.

16.5. CONCEALED T.JF{ITS ACTION

Concealed units have no L,OC. AII concealed
units have movement allowance 5MP's ano
they are reserves even aQiacent to enemy.
Concealed cavaĘ unit can move in 4Mf.s
dirstance if it becomę rerzealed.

16.4. Sr.lRPrSE

If more then half combat points of attacking
units come from units concealed in the
moment of attack, defendefs morale reduces
by 1. If attack on coRcealed enemy units
appears attack without chance of succ-'gs
{attack's succes$ chance after modifications is
O or less) all atacking units are automatically
disrupted. This units don't take morale check if
attack on prevailing forces (8.7).

I7. PATROLS

Player can enter to tłte game "dummy" or
"Blank" counters called PATROL units. There is
I Central Powers'patrols and 6 Russian patrols
ln the game.

tr
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r7.T. PATKOLSI'ACTION

Patrols acŁ in tłle game only concealed.
Keconaissanced patrols are immiediately
removed from the map. Concealed patrols are
treated as concealęd normal units. If attacked
units appear pafuols attacking units can make
normal advance. Patrols are counted to
stacking limits. Patrols can be voluntary reveal
only during own movement phase.

T 7.2. ENTEK TTIE ITAP

At the and of each normal movement phase
both players can put patrols on his concealed
units nonadacent to enęmy. Patro|s can be put
at the beginnĘ of the game on concealed units
or may enter the game as reinforcemenb (f 9).
Revealed patrols may enter the game again as
soon as possible.

18. RAILROAD TKANSFEK

Units may move with a special procedure called
railroad transfer.

IA.I. COND]TIONS OF BAILBOIID TKANST'ER

Units may move tlris way only between two
towns connected with railroads nona(iacent to
enemy units, fortrąsses and bńdgeheads. Unit
may never transfer to or from town adiacent to
enemy.

18.2. t'\ourNs coNTRoL
For this rule is impońant, whose player unit
was the last in a given town, that means which
player control the town. Units may never
hansfer to a town controlled by enemy at the
beginning of curręnt phase. If players have
trouble to keep remembeńng who controls
towns on a front area, they may use
"DISRUfftD" countens to mark Russian towns.

I8.5. CAPACITY OF RAILROADS

There are two kinds of railroads, trunk-line and
ttte normal one. Through the each part of bunk-
line two units may be moved during the phase
and through tłe normal railroad one' only one
unit may finish or stań fuansfer in town
conected only by normal railroads, conEary to
towns connected by at least one trunk line
which is two.

l8.3.l.In the enemy's country (for example
Russian Ylayer on German or Austro-Hungarian
territory) tmnk-lines are considered as normal
railroads (which means that only one unit may
be transfered through each pań). Transfer
tlrough normal railroads inside enemv countrv
is prohibited.

I4.4. RAILBO/TD TBANSTDR POIIITS

Dach player has different quantity of Railroad
Transfer Points (RTP). Player pays lRTp if he
transfer unit inside one fronL and he pays lRTp

extra for every front on which unit moves more
than I hex.

Example
The unit transfer from Warsaw(24l1) to
Kowno(I 117) costs 2 RTP's. The urft transfer
trom Poznań(21ol) to Ifrakaw (3409) cost only
one RTP, because unit moves on)y one hex on
Galician front. The unit transfer from
LwÓwó510 to KrÓIewiec(I2Lo) Cos&s 5 fiTP's
because unit moves more than 7 hex on every
3 fronts.

la.4.l. Kussian Player has got 5 KTP's in each
movement phase or he may use 6 RTP's but in
the next movement phase he may not transfer
units.

18.4.2. Central Powers Player has got 5 KTP's
in each movem€nt phase or he may use 1o
RTP,s but in t}ę next movement phase he may
not transfer units.

r8.5. BEAB IIREAS

Hexsides of railhex are tręated as LoC for
encircled purposes, if there is posibiliĘ of
railroad transfer through that hexes.

Example
K.łssians can tansfer their units using railway
Szawle - Ifiejdany, becouse no enemy unif is
aĄjacent to this railway. 0eman 35* RID is
encircled, becouse hexsides of 0716 and 0817
hexes are treated as fiussian LOC.

I9. BEIIIFONCEIIENTS

All reinforcement units enter the play using the
railroad transfer procedure during the first
movement phase in own, given Player-Tum.
Unit can enter on any front. lt costs 1RTP for
each unit (even patrol). Players are not forced
to use reinforcements. They can use them later,
even during own reserve movement phase of
enemy Player-Tum.
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20. SECBET TBANSTDR

Player may kept in secret where he want to
transfer his uniŁ This procedure is called
SECRET TRA|ISFER. Name of the town (only one
per movement phase) he must writę down in
secret and all units he wants to secret transfer
must be placed on special fięld down of t}te
board (they can be concealed this moment).
During first movement phase of next own
player-tum player shows the name of the secręt
transfer town and he put secret transfer unit
into this place. This unit may move during this
phase.

20.I. SBCBET TRANSFER LII{ITS

The secret transfer town and town from unit is
transfered must be connected with the friendly
game map maryin. The unit secret transfer
costs 2 RT?'s except reinforcement unit which
is  1.

2O.2. NTJIIBER OF TJMTS

Player may secret transfered more then one
unit. If he transfęr more uńts than can be
unloaded in choosen town, additionaly units
are placed into nearest towns where the
railroad fuansfer is possible.

2O.5. ENEITIY'S INTEBFEBENCE

The secret kansfer town may be taken by
enemy befor the player has chance to put there
his units or enemy unit can enter aQiacent hex.
In this case he must put these units into
nearest towns where the railroad transfer is
possible and they can not move during this
phase.

2O.4. INTELIGENT SEKVICE

Ylayer making secret transef must roll die at the
end of his player-tum. lf Central Powers make
secret transfer, results I 1 or 12 mean, that
Kussian inteligent service has detected the
secret transfer town - Player must show its
name to opponenŁ Other results - name is
keep secret. Russian secrte transfer town is
revealed with results lO-12.

2O.5. PATROLS ANNEXATTOII

During tłte movemęnt when the player are
placing secret transfered units on the game
map, he can add some patrol units into tłrem. It
cost I RTP for each.

20.6. TBAJISFER DELAY

Players are not forced to placed secret
transfered units on tłre map in the nearest
phase. They can delay it, but the inteligent
service procedure must be repeated. tn tlre
minetime new units can be attach to units
already transfered. However their must be
transfered to the same toum.

2T. ANUY'S IIEADSUA.BTERS

Army,s tleadquańer units (tlQ) decide about
commanding and give new options of move
and retreat.

ronge of commond

morole

2l.I. co[|IłIA|lDfic

Unit is commanded if it is within the range of
command of its own HQ and neither these
urrits (commanded and fIQ) źrre not encircled.
Terrain type and presence enemy units or
Et,oc,s have no influance on cońmand range if
they don,t result ęncirclemenl Command is
checking at moment, when it,s impońant.

2l.l.l. When attackirrg units out of command
have half of their normal strength, round off
down. If more than one such units take pań in
attaclt, rounding off is made after summarizing
thier CPs. ICP unit can not attack alone when
it s out of command.

21 .1.2. Morale of units beginning or ending
their retreat out of command reduces the same
way like units beginning or ending their retreat
in encirclemenŁ

21 .1.3. Units out of command can not be
rallied.

2r.2. nQ ACTIONS

t|Q,s have movement allowancęs equal its
command range. For combat purposes fIQ's is
treated as disrupted unit with strength 1. Attack
on lonly disrupted HQ is always successtul.
Russian flQ's can not be concealed- Concealed
tlQ don't command units.

2r.5. nQ DrSRuFnOn

In the case of łlQ disruPtion player must take
morale check of all units are within this HQ
command range in the moment of attack
(except unib being commanded by other closer
rrQ). At| concealed uńts which must be
checked are revealed. Morale of checked units
reduces by number equal HQ's command
range. Such procedure is taken even in the
case of HQ's surrender or repeated disruption
but each unit can be checked only one time
during Player-Ttrm as result of tlQ disruption,
even more than one tlQ is disrupted near by.

Example
After Qerman I Reserue Corps attack IlQ of
Russian I"'Army became disrupted. llorale
checlsing is taken for III and XXVI Corps. Quard
CavaIry Corps is out of 1 Army command
ftrnge, and 1O- Army IIQ is closer to Il
Caucasian Corps than 1 Army. Colps morale
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reduces by 2 (IilQ command range) - III Corps'
morale to 7 and XXVI Corps" moraie to 5.

21.6.1. Disrupted HQ can not command units,

21.4. BEATKET tN nQ DmECTION

Units other than tlQ's, being within HQ's
command range and retreating in its direction
are treated as units retreating in correct
direction. if piayer decide that unit retreats one
of these ways (in HQ direcfion or geqrafc
direction) it must concem of both bexes of
retreat, except situation when changing
direction reduces morale modifi cations.

Fvąmn|o

Russian XIX Corps retreats at firct on XVIil
Corps, in HQ diredion. Second hex of retreat
must be HQ.'s hex, Decouse changing retreat
direction for geografical do not reduces morale
modifications (both retreats are in correct
direction and out of ELOC's). XXV Corps
retreats to the east into the hex occupied by
XIX Corps. It can not be treated from as retreat
in 5'' Army IIQ's dtrectjon, because units at
bąinning is ouf of its command range, Next
step of retreat . to hex witlt XVm Corps - is
HQ's direction retreat, becouse it reduces
morale modifications. Change XVIII Corps after
retreat into HQ's hex can rebeat to the east ,rs
in conect direction. XVII Corps retreats in IlQ's
direction fitst, but later it must reteat in wrong
direction

2I.5. MOVETilETM TN HQ'S DINECIION

Undisrupted units which are wlthin tlte range of
cornmand of own tlQ and moving in his
direction may cross EI,OC when enter very
oitticult terrain or cross big river or morłntain
crest i6.2.2). It is possible in retreat in HQ,s
dirędtion, too' Units after such movement or
retreat are automatically disrupted.

Example
Austra-flun$artail ilaffir,an's Corps may move
or reteat into hex 4116, because it is within
command range of to Army IIQ and this move
is in ffQ direction. 52"o lD cannot such move or
reteat. because this move isn't in IIQ direction
for it.

2|.6. AI.łulE,D UlllTs cołrilĘAllDfic

At least one German units may be comrnanded
by Austro-ttungarian HQ's an<i mutualy. if two
or more units are out of own conunand and
within range of command of allied HQ player
can choose commanded one in every moment,
but he cannot change this choise in the same
tum. For purposes of commanding Polish
Legions are treated as Austro-Hungarian units.

Stop! You have known all procedures, whictt
are needed to play scenario Kussian Steanp
RoIIer. You have to read rules 8.1'8.5 which
aPply Ónly to this seenańÓ. ?|ay it severa] tiffies
to famlllarlze yourcelf with new rules before
advancing to the more involved scenarias.

B. RU$S'AIY SI'f'}W.rIOLLEB

At the bqinntng of November Kussian steam-
rollef starts to toII on the wesL Oerman and
Austr*Ilungarian armies try to find the way to
stop it by deep withdraw and caunter-offensive
of concentrated forces.

The game conalns 4 tums'from me turn 2.XI
ta the tum 2O.XL

B.I. ME GAfiE ABEA

The game is played on Polish front. Untts
forced to reteat outside of this area, or
statting play on neigltbourlng hexe,s must back
zrs soan as possible-
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B.2' s?ElaĄL

Reinforcement units which have given hex
number are placed on this hex durtng the fust
movement phase in own, given Player-Tum.
These units can move in this phase, except it is
reserve movement phase and the hex is
aąiacent ta enemy.

B.2.|. fiussian cofps with ,,QÓma Wisła,
designation, enter the play acrass any sector of
thls river between KrakÓw and Dęblin
(indusiveĘ, free of El'oC, inside own IIQ,s
range. This units must pay cost of crossing the
rtver.

B.2.2.,Kussr.an colps with ,,Dolna Wlsła,,
designation, enter the play across any sector oI
thls rtver between Taruń and Flod]in
(inclusively), free of ELAC, inside own IIQ,'s
range. This units must pay cost of crossing the
river.

8.2.3. German units with "secret transfer'
designation enter the play according this ru|e,
in secret tansfer town choosen one htm
before. If units just in the play make secret
transfer at this time, this reinforcements join
them.

B.2.4. Units with ,kolęj,, designation entęr as
normal reinforcements, according ruIe 19.

8,3. FORrrrcAITONS

Lke in ruIe 4.5, units can not enter hexes with
enemy fortress, bńdgeheads nor fortified areas,
Attack's succass chance reduces by 4 in the
case of attack on units on such hex, but
attacking units can not enter attaced hex too. In
the case of attack on fortified ?rea attack's
success chance reduces by 2.

8.4. PATBiOLS FII]MBER

For this scenaria nwnber of usablę patrok
reduces to 6 for Cental ?owerc and 4 for
fiussia.

B-8. VrcTOKY OONDrITOJYS

fiussl'an objectives:

Katowice - LOVP
Gliwice - 672
other towns on Central Powerc tenitory - 2W

Central Powers objectives :

L,Ódź - 2Pz

8,5.1. Central Powers Player win strategic
victory and the game is over, when his units
conquer Watszawa(24 1 I ).

8.5.2. fiussian Player win stratqic victory and
the game is over, when commanded fiussian
units come to the west end of map.

8.5,5. ?alyerc get VP's for:

- disrupdon of enemy units (even repeated one)
- equal its stength
- etimination of encircled enemy units - dubled
its strength
- unsuccessful enemy attack. lVP.

22. ST.JPPLY

Supply level is counted for each front apań on
SUPPLY TRACKs. The markers are used to iL

IE
FoJń fiortt

M
EostołUr8|on fonl

Supply tracks are printed is two sets ' one
inside box and second on optional scenarios
charts. Each player should place his track
beside board, choosing tłtis one, which is more
comfortable for him.

At the beginning of own supply phase player
gets SUPPLY POIMS (SP) and distributes them
to fronts. Initial levels of supply and quantiĘ of
got SP's are given in scenario rules. Distributed
SPs can not be transfer from one ftont to
anotlrer. One ftont in one turn can not get more
than I SP's. Spending of SP's depend on TYPE
OF ACTION. Supply level can not exceed 24 at
the end of supply phase.

22.I.TI"E OF ACTION

Units on the front make OPERATIONAL PAUSE if
they don't attack on it. They perform LIMITED
ACTION if they make one or two attacks and
they are on the oFFENsIVtr if they attack morę
than two times. In the case of operational
pause, units can not reconnaise and in the case
of limited action' tiey can reconnaise en€my
units on two hexes. There is no limits of
ręconnaised hexes on offensive.

22.2. COSTSI OF ACTION

Operational pause costs no SP. Limited action
cost 5 SP,s and offensive 9 SP's. Eayer can pay
thesę costs in the time of distributing supply or
in ttle moment of attacK, changlng type of
acfion to more expensive.

22.2.1. Hexes adacent to border between two
fronts are treated for this rule as common
hexes. Attacking player decides to which of
fronts, units on these hexes belong.

22.5. C()'gTs OF FIULUBE

lf atŁack failed and die result was odd, attacker
loses ISP on this fronL where attack take
place. tf defending units had 4CP or more,
unsuccessful attack always costs lSP, and odd
result causes loosing of ISF additionaly.

r_d
GolkJcn font
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22.4. COSTS OF RALLY

In the case of successful rally of disrupted unit
player must spend as many SP's uls unit
strength or command range on adequate front.
|f player has adequate supply lęvel lower tJren
disrupted unit strength or command range he
can not try to rally.

22.5. SUPPLY CBTS|S

If playe/s supply level on tlre front is 6 or less,
attack,s succęss chance of his units reduces by
2, and attack's success chance of enemy units
increases by l. Units may not attack when
supply level is 0. In the case of supply level 6
or less, 2 SP's is required to increas supply
leve| by l, untill supply |ęve| 7 .

23. SPECIAL ATTACKS

Players can increase attack's succe,ss chance
using DD$PAIR AffACK (Cenbal Powers) or
FURIOUS AffACK (Kussians). Central Powers
Player can use AKIILLERY SUPPORT too. If
there are concealed units on attacked hex
player must decide to use these options before
revealmenL

25. I. ANI|LLEBY SI.'PPORI

Central Powers Player can support 5 attacks in
Player-Tum - one for each front. Suppońed
attack's success chance increases by I and
morale of atlacked units reduces by l.
Suppońed attack costs l SP extra on adequate
front. AttacK can be suppoń if at least one unit
is commanded.

23.2. FUBIOUS ATTACK

Fuńous attack,s success chancę increases by 2,
but all attacking units rnust take morale check,
no matter result. This checking is taken after
retreat but before advances. Morale of checking
units reduces by 2. Only group of units with
total strength 4 or more can attack fuńously.

25.5. DESPAIR ATTACK

Despair attack's success chance increases by
2, but undepending of its result attacking units
with strength at least ZCY and morale lO or t I
must be disrupted. Despair attack can not be
done if no such unit takes pań in it. Attacking
player choises disrupted units.

25.4. NI.JMEB OF AITACKS

Russian Player can make one furious attack in
Player'Ttrrn and Central Powers can make one
despair attack.

24. TBENCTIDS

InfanĘ corps may buitd trench,s lines. One
unit may buid only I trench during the player-

Tum. Player must take decision to build a
trench in own supply phase. It costs I SP for
each trench marker. Building trench units can
not move or atŁack duńng Player,Tum. Trench
markers can not be movęd during tłre game.
Attack's success chance, in the case of attack
the hex witfi trench, across the trench's line,
reduces by l, no matt€r who built the trench.

24.1. rqonflnED AREASI

Fońified areas arę already built trench,s lines.
Fortifications alound Warszawa and LwÓw
reduce attack's success chance by 2.

24.2. TBENCN DESTROYTNG

InfanĘ coĘs may destroy trench on its hex
during supply phase. lt cost no SP, but unit can
not move or atLack duńng Player:Tum. Fońified
areas may not be destroyed.

2 4.5. rąArrbZnURIA ExrEKIEllc|F.s

Kussian army' after expeńencies of war with
Japan l9O4-f9O5, payed bigger attantion to
field fońifications. Two Russian corps on one
hex may build trench without cost in SP.

25. T.1oRTBESS

Units can not enter enemy fortress during
movement phase. Fortress has its own garrison,
and it can defend even there is no noramal unit
inside. Each fortress has its strength, printed
on t}le hex. Morale of empty fortress is 6.

25.r. |SOLATION

Fortress is isolated when it is encircled and
when it isn't in command range of any own HQ.
Units inside isolated fortress can not leave it
across El,oc, except advance. Units atŁacking
from isolated fortress must take morale check
no matter attack's result.

25.2. AITACK AGAINST FOBTBESS

Defender strength is a sum of forbess strength
and defending units strength. AttacKs
procedure has two steps. The fust i's normal
attach procedure. When it succeeds defender
takes morale check for his unit with the highest
morale (except disrupted units wtth initial
strengt} I and HQ's). Its morale increas by
fortress strength. If this unit disrupt fońress is
captured - units inside fortress isolated or
totally encircled by enemy units are eliminated,
units in unisolated fortress must retreat and are
atl disrupted. lf unit with the highest morale
pass morale check all defending units remain
in fortress, even disrupted one in isolated
forhess.

25.2.1. There is no modifiers of attack's
success chance in attack against fortress,
except artillery suppoń
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25.2.2. There is no modifiers of defendefs
morale, except modifiers which are result of
strength relation, moral advantage and artillery
support. Morale of units in encircled fortress
and morale of units defending allied fońress
reduce by 1.

Example
Qerman unr'ts with a total strength of 8,
supported by artillery, attack on foftress of
Kowno, defending by Russian XX Corps. Total
defender strength is 4 - 2 of corps and 2 of
foftress. Attack's success chance (modified by
artillery support) is 9. In the case of success XX
Corps' morale is checked. It is increase by
fottress' stenlth (by 2) and reduces by 4
(Ibecause of strength relatlon, 1 because of
German moral advantage, I becouse
encirclement and 1 because of attillery
support). Using of second line units has no
influance on defender's morale in attack
against fortress. I,Iodified XX Corps' morale
is 7. When the result b 8-12 foftress is taken
and disrupted XX Cotp.s retreats. In the case of
no IIQ's on the hex 1119, the fottess is
isolated XX Corps can not retreat and it is
eliminated after disruption.

25.5. CAFruBED TOBTKESS

Captured fortress is marked by reversed trench
marker and from this moment is treated like
fońified area (24.I\, Attack,s succ€ss chance in
attack on iL reduces by former fortress
strength. Fortress can not be fixed.

25.4. coFtlłtANDING |NS|DE Ft'RIREss

Units inside fortress are always commanded,
but they can not rally lf lt is encircled.

25.5. STECE

Units inside fońress are not subject of
unsuccessful escape (8.7), until sum of their
CP's is not more t}en 2. If flaye/s units with
strength of more then 2 are inside encircled
fortress (or insidę pocket with fortress) at end
of Player-Tum, capitulation check isn't made
through as many turns as fońress strength. If
encirclement still exsists, Ptayer check morale
of one choosen unit at end of every Player-
Tum. It increases by fortress strength and
reduc€s by strength of all units inside pocket.

In case of faiting morale check forhess and all
units surrender.

25.6. ABANI'IOI{ED FOBTBESS

Units inside atŁacked, isolated fortress can
abandon it, if they are not encircled by enemy
uńts from all sides' Fresence of fortress is
ignored - attack is resolved by normal
procedure. If atŁack succeeds, defender can
retręat and fortress is capfured.

26. BRIDGEIIEAI)

In the case of fronta| attack bńdgehead is
treated as fońress. The same way it is treated
in the case of conquest and for purposes of
commanding' If bńdgeheads are encacled,
units inside are not treated as units inside
fortress. Presence of bridgehead has no
influance on combat, if all attacking units
attack from bńdgehead,s rear.

26.I. ATTACK FROI{ BOTrl SIDES

If pań of attaking unit attack from rear and pań
of them attack frontally, bńdgehead strength is
added to normal units strength, but attack is
perform by normal procedure, rather then
fortress one.

26.2. CAFTTJBE WTTNOUT COMBAT

Bridgehead without normal unit can be
captured from rear without combat, both
movement and attack phase. Captuńng unit
must be revealed if it's concealed.

27. OOBPS SPLIT

Some corps can be split up into independent
divisons. These divisions can rqioin corPs.
Divisions becoming fuom split corps have as
theirs formation designation theirs numbers
and number of matemal corps. Such divilsions
and corps have a starlets in rigth top comer.

Eimal
l . \ i
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Corps split and Ęoining can be done in own
supply phase or at begining of first movement
phase of own player-tum. Disrupted corps can
not be split and disrupted division can not
ręjoin corps' In the case of concealed corps
pańition, divisions can remain concealed. In
the case of Ęoining one of corPs. divisons can
be replaced by other unit with the sarne
strength, morale and nationality. Some corps
begin play as split.
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Stop! You have read all procedures which are
needecl to play scenario llindenburg's
Offensive. You have to read rules A. 1-A.5 whiclt
apply on(y fo fłtis scenario. Play it several times
to familiarize yourcelf with new rules before
advancing to the campaign game.

c nINpENBl]RQ.s onrułslvB
Victories of Tannenbetg and Masurian Lakes
allow Oermans to suppott hardly pressed ally.
Russains must decide - to continue ealician
offensivę or to weather oerrnans west of Vistuta
River.

The game contains 6 fums - from the tum 27.1X
to the tum 27.X

C.I. TIIE GAJ''N AREA

The game is played on both Aatcian and
Polish fronts. Units forced to retreat oubide of
this area must back as soon as possible.

c.2, cĄvALBYscREElY

Three Russian cavĘ cotps are placed on
hexes choosen by Russian Player from list on
scenario chań. on these .trexęs can be asIa
pl aced Russian patrors.

C. 3. SPECIAL BEIN,FIORCNAEXTS

fiussian units with "secret transfer' designation
enter the play accotding this rule, in secret
transfer town choosen one tum before. lf units
just in the play make secret transfer at this
time, this reinforcements join them.

c.4. sllWLY LIIł|ITS

Central Powerc Player gets 16 Sp's in tum and
Russian ?Iayer 12 SP's. Initial supply leve! arc
as shown:

c-5. wcrtoKY coltDt?IotYs

Central Powerc' objective,s:

- LwÓw(55I 8), Warczawa(241 1) . 6VP,s
. funj9ałąmlt(592o), htblinQ8Ls), WIinQ713)
ZWs

fiussian objectives:

- rugrryŚ1(5515), IfdDwie(5fr6), a]fuńe(1fls) -
8Ws
. tffiźQ&2o), Nouty sąu(56 1 1 ), Tandw(ru I 2 - 2Ws
. evely unit on Oerman tęrritory or tlungańan
Lowland (clear tenain south of Capathians) -
l VP
- slĘe of PrzemyŚI . |VP

C.7.1. Playets get V?'s for:

- elimination of enemy unit by repeated
disruption - equal its strength
- elimination of encircled enemy units - tripled
its strength
- enemy supply crisis at the end of the game -

5V?'s for front.

28. TJNIT'S ELII{INANON

In carnpaign game not all of the eliminatęd
units arę treated in t}le same way. Units
eliminated by double disrupflon may be
reconstructed, if in the moment of elimination
they have not been encircled. Units eliminated
by surrender or double disruption in
encirclement cannot be reconstructed. Player
get the same number of VFs as strength or
command range of enemy unit reversible
eliminated. For irreversible enemy unit
elimination player get two times more VP's than
strength or command range.

28. I. TITTTS BEOOIISTRUCNON

Keconstructed unit may be placed on the own
state territory. in town. in the distance at least
5 hexes from enemy units, in supply phase of
second player-tum after elimination. Unit
reconstruction require spending as many Sfs
as double unifs shength or command range on
adequate front. Reconstructed unit is disrupted.
This unit may rally normally but not in the
surme player-tum in which have been
reconstructed.

2A.2. I.JFIITS DT$SOLUTK)N

Austro-łlungarian divilsions witłl morale 5 or 7
and Kussian divisions with morale 7 cart be
dissolve in own supply phase. For each
dissolved unit, rlisrupted or undisrupted, player
get 2 SP's on accurate front. Dissolved units
cannot be reconsEucted. Player cannot make
offensive on front wherę division have been
dissolved. Dissolving units doesn't give VP's to
enemy.

2A.5. tNLtSTtNC

If dissolved unit stack with disrupted corps
from the same ź[my, player can enlist division
into tłtis corps instead of increase supply level.
Corps is rallied immiediately witltout addltional
SP's cost even having strength .5. Divtsion
cannot be enlisted into corps which attempt to
rally in the same phase.

28,4.llrARSn UNITS

Austro-nungarian units with morale 5 can not
be rally when disrupted.

front Qalician Polish
Central Powers I t 6
Russia 14 I
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29. SUPPLY LIIIIIT

Central Powers Player get 20 Sp,s and Russian
Player get 14 SP's in every own ptayer-tum.
Central Powers Player can get 2Sp,s additionaly
at the cost of l VP or he can get 4SP,s at thę
cost of 2 VP,s. H€ can resign f or 4 SP,s getting
I or 2 VP's instead of them.

29.I. INITIAL LEVEL

lnitial supply level are as follow:

3(}. MOBIL|ZATTOFI

Austro.tlungańan and Kussian first turn
reinforcements are asigned to towns according
to mobilization plan. In the first movement
phase they must be transfer to thosę towns.
There no transfer limits in this phase, but no
other Austro-tlungarian nor Russian units can
be transporŁ Qerman units can be transpońed
bv rail inside one front onlv.

50. I. CAVALRY PROTECTTON

Central Powers units cannot cross Russian
border in the first tum. except polish front.

51.t A"NDS:fi.lBEr

Beginning from tum J.lX in every o\{n supply
pluse Central Powels may form on€ Landsturrn
unit or anny LlQ. Campaign OdE informs about
what units and where can be formed. Units with
note''Nizina Węgierska'. (Hungarian Lowland)
may be formed in every town nonadjacent to
enemy on clear hex south of KarpaĘ (Carpatian
Mountains). Units with note "Tervtorium
l'{iemiec (Qerman Territory) may Lre formed in
(jermany on the same conditions. Unit forming
costs as many SP's as its strengttr or command
range on proper front.

52. POLtSn LEGTONS

Begining from tum S.tX. Central powers palyer
rolls die at supply phase. Result 7 or less
means possibilĘ of one Legion brigade
forming. Every Russian objective (J6l captured
by Centrał Powers increases this chanee by l.
Every Austro-Hungarian objective reduces it by
1. 5rigades ęnter the game in their numbers
succesion' no more tłren one per tum. After
forming of every brigade, chance for forming
next is reduced by 2. formed bĄades are
placed like Landsturm, in KrakÓw (5409), LwÓw
(35 l5), Kielce (3O I I ) or Warszawa (21t 1 I ).

55. WESIERN FRONT BEINNORCEIIIENTS

Cermany General Staff, nghting on two fronts,
anticipates gradual transfer forces from the
west to the east. Campaign Chart informs what
units can be bring on. Cęnkal Powers Player
can decide to bring on westem front
reinforcements at the end of every owrr Player.
Tum. Player wńtes dovyrr bringing units secretly.

33. I. BBINGTNO SUCCESSION

Units possible to bring on are divided into
numbered reinforcements pools. Units from
next pool can be bring on if both units from
previous poo| have been bńnging on. It,s
volunteer which unit frorn this pool will be
bńng on first. Player may bring on units up to
I O strength points in one tum.

33.2. ENTEHTNG

Units written down to be bńng on enter the
game as secret transfer (2O) in first movement
phase of next Central Powers PlayerTum. Final
transfer station must be writen down secretly
too. Ręvelation of secret transfer by intelligence
ręveals bringing units identiĘ too.

33.2.1. tsringing westem front reinforcements
does not count against transfer points limit.

53.3. IT/ESTENN TK)FIT TRAO{

Westem Front Reinforcements Track, placęd on
Campaign Chań' is used to counting Costs of
hastening and profits of delay bńnging on units.
lO counters are sDread out on it.

€"$.

!
l

I

Central Powers Player spreads out this counters
from ce|l adequate to tum 22.v[l. in quantiĘ
equals numbęr in cell.

53.5.f. Player have to take off as many
counters as bńnging units strength from cell
adequate to current turn in the moment of
entering reinforcements. If there isn't enough
counters on this cell rest of them should be
moved from next cells. Moving one counter by
one tum costs one VP. Counters taken off are
placed on track again, like in primary placing,
treginning from the closest fiee cell.

Example
Central Powers Player decided to bing on XI
Corps from the West at the end of his Player-
Tum l6.Vlil. Player writes down this
information with the name of choosen station.
This information are revealed in first movetnent
phase Central Powets Player-Tum 22.VIII and
the corps entering girme. It has 3 combat
points and because af it from Westem f'ront
Reinforcemenós Traclt 3 conters murt be taken
off. There is one counter on cell adequate to
tum 22.VIII. Missing 2 countets mu6t be moved
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from ceII 21.1X. They should be moved 5 tums
and it cost Central Powets 10 VP's. Now, there
are 5 countets left, on ceII 2l.IX and one on
cell 27.1X and cell 5.X. 5 taken off counterc are
placed on cells 9.X, 15.X and 21.X.

35.3.2. If Central Powers PlayerTum ends and
there are unused counters on adequate cell,
tiose countera are moved to next tum cell. For
every counter moving this way Central Powers
get two VP.

54. ITASTENING OF BEINFERCEIIIENTS

Beginning of tum ls.X Kussian Player can
make decision of hasteninng his
reinforcements grven on Campaign Chart.
Hastening of one unit by one fum, reduces
number of getting SP's by l. Beginning of this
tum delaying of reinforcęments gives Palyer
1SP for one uniL Decision of hastening or
delaying reinforcements can be made in supply
phase only. Any unit can be choose to
hastenning. Only reinforcements expected in
given tum can b€ delayed. If Player got $P for
delayed reinforcement, he cann't enter it in
r€s€rve movęrnęnt phase dwirg enemy Player.Tlrn

55. CAVAIRY OOI(CETTTKAIION

Beginning from tum 5.IX players in own supply
phases can attempt concenfuate t}reir cavaĘ
coĘses. Campaign odB informs about corpses
assigned to Austro-Hunqa.rian and Russian
HQ's. Player roll ID for every HQ's giiven in
OdB and present on the board. In turn 5.IX
concentration succeed with results ló. Cavalry
corpses which concentration succeed are put
on its HQ's hex and can act normally. lf
concentration fail player can attempt do it again
in next fums. ProbabilĘ of success increase by
2 in every next turn (e.9. g.IX it is 1-8). Corps
concentrated on HQ hex nonaQjacent to enemy
may be concęal at oncę.

36. OB.IECTV_ES

There are objectives marked on the map. At the
end of Russian normal movement phase player,
controlling more objectives on enemy territory
tłran opponent conquered his own objectives,
gets as many VP's as his advantage. flexes with
2 ar 5 stars are treated a$ 2 or 5 objectives.
Objecfive can be conquered only by a real unit
- not by patrols.

56. r. RLT;SSIAN ASPIBAIIONS

On Campaign Qame-Turn Track, ciphers are
placed on €very ceu with the date. If Russian
advantage in controlling objectives is lower
than such cipher, Central Powers Player gets as

many VP,s źrs many objectives are missing to
limit.

Example
In htm l5.X fiussians contol LwÓw(5518) and
StanisławÓw(19zO) and CenraI Powers contol
ŁÓdź(26o7) so fius6ian,5 control 4 objectives
and Central ?owets 1. In this case Ru.*sians get
5 Vfs, but their limit for thts tum is 4 - one
point more. Central ?owers get LW. Ftnaly
fiussians get 2 VP's.

Errata:
Russian aspirations in turns 2"26.XII are 4.

37. POLITICAL OBLIGATIONS

Alliance obligafions in the face of France force
Russian Ptayer to take risk offensive against
East Prussia. Pressure of l{aiset's Couń oblige
Cerman Staff to defending East Prussia stronger
than its followed from its militaty and economic
importance.

57.1. nASTY OFTDNSIVE

Russian Player have to take an offensive on
EasĘrusian MOT in every first 5 tums.

57.2. JI.JNKEBS' PRESSUBE

If Kussian almy conquer even one obj€ctive on
German terńtory, in the closest Central Powers
Player-Turn this player have to decide to bring
on fimt two westem front relnforcements (55)
pools. If it happends before Zl.lX Russian
Playor gets lOVPs.

57.3. LIBDBATTON OF PRUSSIA

If there is no Russian HQ on Qerman territory at
the end of Russian normal movement pttase,
Cenral Fowers ?layer gets 5 VP's.

57.4. SILESIAN INDUSTRY

If commanded Russian units captured both
Katowice and Cliwice, Kussian Player gets
lOVPs. lthappens once.

57.5. PRUSSIAN PBIDE

Austo-Hungarian units and Polish Legions can
not enter German territory on EasĘrussian
front voluntary.

57.6. DUAL IIOIIAKCTIY CBISIS

If commanded Kussian units captured 3
Oobjectives on tlungarian Lowland, Russian
Player gets IOVP's. It happens once.

54. SEA IBANS,POBT

oerman units can be transport from one poń to
the other' Transpoń is performed ln movement
phase and it costs all unit's MP's. lnone tum
player can transpoń one unit. Unit can not be
transported to the port aQjacent to enemy uniŁ
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Unit transporting from such poń is
automatically disrupted if this poń is not a
fortress.

58.I. SEA SI'PPLY

If German units are surrounded, but there is a
port inside the caldron, tłtey are not treated as
encAcled. Modification of attacKs success
chance in the attack on them is "+1",
modification of theirs attack is Ł1"' and their
after attack morale reduces by 1.

58.2. POBTS'BUrcKADE

Ports of KrÓlewiec and Elb|ąg can not be used if
Russian units captures Pilawa. Port of KrÓlewiec
is blocekd if Russians controls hexes 1209 and
13o9. Poń of trlbląg is blocked if Russians
controls hexes 1408 or 15O8.

59. CRtISruNG VTCTORY

Central Powers win crushing victory if at the
beginning of his own PlayerTum Central
Powers P|ayer has 4 commanded infanty coĘs
or nonencircled tlQ nońh of Dvina Kiver or on
the last hexes rows on east edge of the map.
Russia win crushing victory if at the beginning
of his own Player-Tum Kussian ?layer has 4
commanded infanĘ corps or nonencircled tIQ
soutłt of Danube Kiver or on the tast hexes
rows on west edge of the map. Crushing victory
takes place wherr Central Powers conguer RĘa or
Russians conquer Budapest, ?oznań or Wrodaw. |n
the case of <rushing vidory game is over.

40. clllłlPNGN l9t4

All campaign rules allow simulating of Eastem
Front struggles from first encounters to winter
stabilization.

40.I. CITIIIPAIGN CNART AND OdB

Stańing placement of units already in play is
given on OdB Chart, also numbers of rules
managing entering otler units. Campaign Chart
is used to tum recording and gives detail
informations on enteńng. Using odB Players
place their units on maP and Campaign Chań.

4O.2. STABILTZATION

Beginning from the turn 2.XII front line can
stabilize. If loosing player doesn't declare
offensive on any front in his supply phase, tłre
game is over. The game ends automatically
after turn 26.XII.

A"DDITIONAL SCENA"BIOS
Three additional scenarios: Rescue. Aufumnal
Crisrs and Allt'es can be played using all
campaign. Jules. campaign chart and victory
conditions.

D. BESCUE.

Scenario begins from tum 27.1X. Rules
C.2, C.5 and C.6 form scenario
.Ilindenburg's Offensive" are valid. Initial

follow

E. AIM]MNAL CB''SIS

Scenario begins from tum 2){1. Rules C.5
and C.6 farm scenario -Ilindenburg's
Offensive" are valld. Initial supply levels
are as follow:

F. nt Ltns

Campaign gIrlne can be played by 5 ?layerc -

Russian Palyer, Qerman Player and Austro'
Ilungarian Player. Addltional rules are used,
when Central Powers ?layerc can not find
agreement.

F.,. DIvIgoI|I oF eońmAlłlp

Each Player commands all units, which are
commanded by his army IIQ's and all own
army units out of command. ?alyer can always
move hls army units commanded by allted HQ,
but only westwatd.

F.2. SWPLY DIVISK)N

Each Player recieves IoSł-s per tum and can
get addltional 2SP's. Front limits are still valid-

F. 3. BAILW AY ?NAIY'sfDRS

German Player gets 1RT?'s and Austru>
Ilungarian Player 2KTP's per phase (dubled
when assatnbled in one phase). Playerc can
transfer allied units using their RTP.

F.4. LAND9TI]BIłI

oerman Player has priońty in Landsturm
formlng. If he does not farm any unit, Austo-
Ilungarian ?layer can form his own.

F.5. BALKAII BEINFOBCEI'TENTS

If Qerman Player does not make decision to
bring on his toops from West, Austto'
ITungarian can make decision to bing on his
units from 6" and f pool, using aII Westem
Front Reinfarcements rules. Sucłl decision cost
Central Powerc additional 3 VP.

F.6. SPECIAL ATTACI(S PBTOBXTY

oerman Player has pńońĘ to using specia}
attacks.

Ievels are as follow:
front Galicim Pohsh Eastprussian
Central ?ower I 1 6 1 6
Russia I 4 I 6

front Qalician Polish EastDrussian
Centrai Power 7 rc 20
Russia 1 2 t 4 I
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OPTIONS

Followinq n'łles can be us€d With the consent of
both players. They can use all of them. commonly
selected or decide. that each player chooses one
option for his army. When rules 47-50 are used
only for tlis side. which choosed iL

4l. BĄ,KĄN VABIANT

Austro-tlungarian IV and Vil Corps oi 2'd tumy
remain on Balkan front at beginning of tlre war.
Numbęr of WFR countęrs on 27.|x tum
increases to 10, on 5.X tum increases to 2, and
on 2-20.XI fums dereases to 0. New Westem
Front Relnforcements pool is as follow:

42. REORGANTZAIION

Austro-Hungarian marsh units (fow divisions
with morale of 5) are out of the game. Instead
of them Corps ,,Szurmay' arrives as
reinforcement on tum z2.Vlll. It can not be
split. 7'n and 51"' ID act independenuy.

45. BDSpRVTSTS

Beginning from tum 5.IX Central Power player
can point to two Landsturm units, which he
plans to form. Next he rolls die for each of
them. odd resault gives possibitiĘv to form unit,
ev€n - does not. tlQ,s forming is normal _
second unit can not bę trying to forrn.

44. FoBTĘEss urARśiAW
Fortress Warsaw is not canceled - this hex is
treaten as normal ńng fońress with strength 2.
Russian XXVII Corps and 79* ID are. forkess
garrison - their counters are out of tłre game.

45. TBANSSTBEBTAN RATLWAY

Russia concems rolling-stock on Siberia, to
bring on siberian troops faster. Kussian RTp's
number ls derease to 2 per phase. Eartier
reinforcements:
2|.|x- v sibeńan Corps
2? .lX - 3'o Slberlan Rifle Diviston
9.X - II Cavalry Corps
15.X - XXX Corps

46. KlJi9SrAN BATLWAY EFnCIEIISY

Every turn form Z2.YIII to 9.X Russian Player
rolls die to check how many units he can
recieve as reinforcements. Succession base on
Campign Cań including succession in row.
Number of reinforcements is as follow:

47. TJNCEBTAIN SIJPPLY

Number of recieving SFs is not fixed, but
depends on die roll. Beforę 15* of october
Central Powers recieve ISSP + 1D'SP each tum.
Russians recieve t0SP + ID.SP. fYom tum 15'of
october Central Powers recieve l2SP + rD"sŁ
Russians - 7SP + ID'SP. Eadt Player makes die
roll for each tum separateĘ. All posibilities of
de|aying and hustening supply and forces are tłre
same. If C€ntral Powers recieve more than 24SŁ
when Landsturm forming and tench building is
not count for 8SPs limit per fronŁ

48. CAPTURED ROLLIIIG-STOCK

Normal railways on enemy tenitory, leading to
captured objectives by shońest way, can be
used to rail bansfer like normal raliways on
own territory. Each such transfer needs 2 RTP's
and I SP from proper front.

49. FREE SPLIT

Any corps can be split, if tiere is corps with
same strengtl, morale and nationality between
corps which can be split in normal rules.
Divisions of that corps are used to that. Any
two divisions can be joint, if there is possibility
to join dMsions witlr same parameters. Number
of counters is timit of such split and join. This
rule is not used for Qerman Keserve Guards
coĘs.

5()' ltloBĘLzĄTrcN P!,.ANq' $|ĄN.pE

Unibs enteńng game rłsing nłle 5o have no fixed
disdlarge towns. but they have fixed anived railways
or places of concentratiorn. All of them can be rail
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bansfered d hłm r6.vl|t There is no KTP umiB but
limits based on railway capacĘ alę still va|id.

LEGEIID

cel wojny - obJective

twierdza - fortress

prryczolek mostowy - bńdgehead

ęion umocńony - fońified area

magisbala koĘowa - trunk.line

linia zwykla - railroad

mięiscowosc - town

jezioro - lake

ganica panstwa - state border

granica frontow - front border

duza rzelsa - big river

ma|arze|ra - small ńver

grzbiet gorski - mountain crest

grzbiet wysokogorski - higltmountain crest

morze - see

las - forest

ptLs zcza - forest/akeland

pojezierze - lakeland

blota - swarnp

pogorze - hills

gory - mountains
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ATTACK'S SUCCESS CIIANCE ITODTI{CAIIONS MOBALE IIIODIflCATIONS
attack on difficult tęrrain hęx .l
attack on very difficult terrain hex -2
attack fłom very difficult terrain hex - l
attack across small river .l
attack across big ńver or mountain,s crest .2
attaĆk Ón eneireled unitŚ +2
attack on units in supply cńsis + l
attack of units in supply cńsis ,2
attack on units supplied by sea + I
attack of units supplied by sea - I
attack on cavalry units + I
artillery support + I
furious or despalr attack +2

SPECIIIL ATTACKS
Ańillery support - Central Powęrs only - attack,s suecess: +l, dęfęnde/s morale: .l, cos| lSP
Despair attack - Central Powers only' attack's success: +2, dusrupted 2CP of units with morale lO or I I
Furious attack - Russia onlv - attack's success: +2. morale check for all attacKin units modified bv "-2"
TERBAIN TYPES
very difficult:
mountains' marsh, forestńakeland
difficult:
hills, lakeland, forest
KAIL TBANSFEB LMNS
Central Powers
Kussia

SRIP
SBTP

CO,ST OF ACTION
operational pause
limited action
offensive

osP
5SP
9SP

IIBBREVIATIONS

TYPES OF T.jNrTS
X - brigade
XX - division
XXX' corps
XXXX - arm
srrPrLY Ll!ilTs
Central Powers 2O.5P
Russia ISSP
COST OF FAILIJBE
odd result ISP
even result Oi9P

4CP or more + I SP

wrong direstion ręftęaL .l
rebeat into very difficult terrain -l
retreaŁ across big river 'l
retreat across mountain crest .l
retreat across one ELOC -ż
fÓr every next ELoc -l

stań of retreat in encirdement or out of command .l

end of rrtreat in encirclement or out of command - l
moral adventage -I

second line unit attack +l
only one hex of retreat is possible -B
surrender checking -4

surpise ,l

TTOVEPIEIIT CI)ST
clear
difficult terrain
ve{y diffiĆult terrain
small ńver
big river
big river over bridge
mountain

MP
IFTP
2VIP

no costs
+ I ltlP

no costs
+ lIlP

highmountain crest
lake
ELoc and Ćlear terrain
trL,OC and difficult terrain
ELOC and very difficult terrain
ELOC on small ńver
EI-OC on biq river or mountain crest

prohibited
prohibited

+ lltlP
+ll lP

prohibited
+ lllP

PNASES
supply phase
resleFve movement phase - own or enemy*
attack phase
rescrvc movement phasc - own or enemy*
normal movement phase
owrl regerve movement phase.
second attack phase
* only possibility - deoends on Ptaver will

BETRDAT OBLIGATTONS
I - lowest morale penalties
2 - most conforable to correct retreat direction
5 - to hex not aligable to enemy units nor forts

! - way leading out of encirclement can always be
ĆhoÓsen
! - second hex of retreat can not be aligable to
attacked hex

Br. Brędow
Chęr - Cherpantier
CN - Khan of llakhichevan
Drag - Dragomirov
Erd - Drdelli
Fab - Fabeck
G - Gerock
Ql - Goltz
Gr - Graudenz
Gręn. Qrenadiers
Gw - Guards
tlau' Hauer
llof - Hoffrnan

K - Caucasian
I{Kub - Kuban Cossacks
fir'f{rautwald
Król . KÓnigsberg
Kum - Kumnęr
Kus - Kusmanek
L - Landwehr
Leg - Legions
Lebm'Lehman
Ff - March
llen - Menges
Nik' NikiĆ
Now - Novikov

Paw - Pavlov
?B - ?flanzer-Baltin
Poz - Posen
K - Reserve
KG - Quards Kęservę
S - Siberian
$trz - Riflęs
Szur - Szurmay
Tor - Thom
Itrm - Tumilov
Turk - Turkiestan
Ung'Unger
w-


